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A Time to Betray
Nowhere does the ceaseless struggle to maintain democracy
in the face of political corruption come more alive than in Paul
Preston’s magisterial history of modern Spain. The
culmination of a half-century of historical investigation, A
People Betrayed is not only a definitive history of modern
Spain but also a compelling narrative that becomes a lens for
understanding the challenges that virtually all democracies
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century Spanish histories begin with Franco and the
devastating Civil War, Paul Preston’s magisterial work begins
in the late nineteenth century with Spain’s collapse as a
global power, especially reflected in its humiliating defeat in
1898 at the hands of the United States and its loss of colonial
territory. This loss hung over Spain in the early years of the
twentieth century, its agrarian economic base standing in
stark contrast to the emergence of England, Germany, and
France as industrial powers. Looking back to the years prior
to 1923, Preston demonstrates how electoral corruption
infiltrated almost every sector of Spanish life, thus excluding
the masses from organized politics and giving them a bitter
choice between apathetic acceptance of a decrepit
government or violent revolution. So ineffective was the
Republic—which had been launched in 1873—that it paved
the way for a military coup and dictatorship, led by Miguel
Primo de Rivera in 1923, exacerbating widespread
profiteering and fraud. When Rivera was forced to resign in
1930, his fall brought forth a succession of feeble
governments, stoking rancorous tensions that culminated in
the tragic Spanish Civil War. With astonishing detail, Preston
describes the ravages that rent Spain in half between 1936
and 1939. Tracing the frightening rise of Francisco Franco,
Preston recounts how Franco grew into Spain’s most
powerful military leader during the Civil War and how, after
the war, he became a fascistic dictator who not only terrorized
the Spanish population through systematic oppression and
murder but also enriched corrupt officials who profited from
severe economic plunder of Spain’s working class. The
dictatorship lasted through World War II—during which Spain
sided with Mussolini and Hitler—and only ended decades
later, in 1975, when Franco’s death was followed by a painful
yet bloodless transition toPage
republican
democracy. Yet, as
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continued to have a corrosive effect on social cohesion into
the twenty-first century, as economic crises, Catalan
independence struggles, and financial scandals persist in
dividing the country. Filled with vivid portraits of politicians
and army officers, revolutionaries and reformers, and written
in the “absorbing” (Economist) style for which Preston is so
revered, A People Betrayed is the first historical work to
examine the continuities of political unrest and national
anxiety in Spain up until the present, providing a chilling
reminder of just how fragile democracy remains in the twentyfirst century.

Half of a Yellow Sun
Three lives suffering from losses due to obsession disguised
as love, betrayal, and murder. Their lives intersect in the early
decades of twentieth-century Chicago. It wasn't the safest
place to hide.

A People's History of the Second World War
"Paul Ortiz's lyrical and closely argued study introduces us to
unknown generations of freedom fighters for whom organizing
democratically became in every sense a way of life. Ortiz
changes the very ways we think of Southern history as he
shows in marvelous detail how Black Floridians came
together to defend themselves in the face of terror, to bury
their dead, to challenge Jim Crow, to vote, and to
dream."—David R. Roediger, author of Colored White:
Transcending the Racial Past “Emancipation Betrayed is a
remarkable piece of work, a tightly argued, meticulously
researched examination of the first statewide movement by
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has been effectively erased from our collective memory. The
book poses a profound challenge to our understanding of the
limits and possibilities of African American resistance in the
early twentieth century. This analysis of how a politically and
economically marginalized community nurtures the capacity
for struggle speaks as much to our time as to
1919.”—Charles Payne, author of I’ve Got the Light of
Freedom

The People's King
This is a true story of the death of a child through homicide. It
is about a mother's healing journey and the pivotal decisions
she had to make in order to survive her son's death. It is
about betrayal, and a shocking verdict but it's also about love,
courage, and faith. It is hope for survival and inspiration for
revival for those that are suffering a similar loss.
"Unforgettable. The layers of grief are too exquisite for words
but Sandra finds a way to the depth of her soul and describes
the torment with such clarity you will not soon forget. Her
haunting dreams will stay with you long after you have
finished this extraordinary story of love, betrayal, courage,
and hope. "Tiers of Sorrow" is one of the most
heartbreakingly beautiful true stories you will ever read."
-Wayne Cooper, Author and Publisher / Levita Media "Sandra
is on a mission. After the violent death of her young adult son,
she has armed herself with weapons from another world.
Sandra has discovered the keys to hope and wellbeing but
not until after experiencing utter grief and pain herself. A
wounded healer knows how to reach the hurting. She has
traveled the journey of deep sorrow and injustice and has
come through it with startling understanding and strength. I
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victims and their families but, mostly, this story has the power
to minister to anyone who suffers the loss of a loved one from
a shooting, stabbing, or violent crime." -Margaret Montreuil,
Speaker and Author, God in Sandals, God with Us, His
Kingdome Come, and coming soon, Come & See "Deeply
moving yet chilling. Tiers of Sorrow compels the reader to set
aside petty, insignificant differences with loved ones and
cherish every moment as the gift it is. It demonstrates
courage in the face of heart wrenching circumstances that
inspires hope us all." -M. Ann Bruce, Author, Director,
Producer

A People Betrayed
Set in Berlin after Germany's defeat in World War I, Doblin
makes vividly real the public and private dramas of a nation
on the brink of revolution. He brings to life a fascinating cast
of characters that includes both the makers of history and the
historically anonymous.

Hope Returns
She must escape from Iraq as soon as possible or she will be
forced to die for her family's honour. This is the true story of
Latifa Ali, an Iraqi-born woman, whose family found asylum in
the western world after her father discovered he was on
Saddam Hussein's hit list. Tricked by her mother into
returning to the homeland to look after a sick relative after
she refused the marriage of her mother's choice, Latifa is left
stranded without a passport and any opportunity to
communicate with the western world. Her father, now
divorced and living in Kurdistan, expects his daughter to
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would result in her death by honour killing should it go ahead.
As the war on terror rages, Latifa finds herself in conflict with
her cultural heritage and customs. Allowed to work, Latifa
develops contacts that could prove to be her escape route,
but imprisoned, abused and violated, her efforts to defy the
path chosen for her fail and her death looms closer. This is a
harrowing story of independence and perseverance. This is
an inspirational read of a desperate woman prepared to work
as a spy, consort with the UN and run for the border.

The Diary of a Nobody
A New York Times bestseller Ev told Jack he had to ?chill
out” with the deluge of media he was doing. ?It's bad for the
company,” Ev said. ?It's sending the wrong message.” Biz sat
between them, watching like a spectator at a tennis match.
?But I invented Twitter,” Jack said. ?No, you didn't invent
Twitter,” Ev replied. ?I didn't invent Twitter either. Neither did
Biz. People don't invent things on the Internet. They simply
expand on an idea that already exists.” Despite all the
coverage of Twitter's rise, Nick Bilton of The New York Times
is the first journalist to tell the full story?a gripping drama of
betrayed friendships and highstakes power struggles. The
four founders?Evan Williams, Biz Stone, Jack Dorsey, and
Noah Glass?made a dizzyingly fast transition from ordinary
engineers to wealthy celebrities. They fought each other
bitterly for money, influence, publicity, and control as Twitter
grew larger and more powerful. Ultimately they all lost their
grip on it. Bilton's unprecedented access and exhaustive
reporting have enabled him to write an intimate portrait of four
friends who accidentally changed the world, and what they all
learned along the way.
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Capturing a world of social unrest and upheaval, a study of
America's Gilded Age offers a fresh analysis of a post-Civil
War era marked by corrupt politicians, racism, a tyranny of
wealth, the power of the business world over the rights of
workers, labor unrest, violence, and the corporate rule of
government. Reprint. 12,500 first printing.

The Last Prophet
Betrayed is the true story of two men on opposing sides in
WWII, one a sergeant in the US Air Corps and the other a
Nazi rocket engineer. The sergeant was shot down, betrayed,
and imprisoned in Buchenwald, while the engineer, an SSMajor, became a national hero of the Third Reich. After the
war, the records of both men were classified Top Secret and
concealed by threats, denials, and misrepresentations. The
US government refuted the sergeant's accurate account,
while promoting a fabricated history for the engineer, Dr.
Wernher von Braun, who became as famous in the US as he
had been in Nazi Germany. Betrayed demonstrates how an
unconstrained military intelligence operation disrupted the
lives of American ex-POWs in the name of "National
Security."

A People Betrayed
Offers the true story of a former CIA operative who was
recruited out of Iran while serving as a member of the
secretive and feared Revolutionary Guards.

The Hidden History of the Supreme Court and the
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"Rothkopf does a brilliant job defining precisely how Trump
has been aiding and abetting the enemy compelling."
--Financial Times Political historian and commentator David
Rothkopf shows how Trump will be judged by history (Spoiler
alert: not well) in Traitor. Donald Trump is unfit in almost
every respect for the high office he holds. But what
distinguishes him from every other bad leader the U.S. has
had is that he has repeatedly, egregiously, betrayed his
country. Regardless of how Senate Republicans have let him
off the hook, the facts available to the public show that Trump
has met every necessary standard to define his behavior as
traitorous. He has clearly broken faith with the people of the
country he was chosen to lead, starting long before he took
office, then throughout his time in the White House. And we
may not yet have seen the last of his crimes. But the story we
know so far is so outrageous and disturbing that it raises a
question that has never before been presented in American
history: is the president of the United States the greatest
threat this country faces in the world? We also need to
understand how the country has historically viewed such
crimes and how it has treated them in the past to place what
has happened in perspective. After his examination of traitors
including Benedict Arnold, Aaron Burr, and leaders of the
Confederacy, David Rothkopf concludes that Donald Trump
and his many abettors have committed the highest-level,
greatest, most damaging betrayal in the history of the
country.

Enemies of the People
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From the foremost historian of 20th century Spain, A People
Betrayed is the story of the devastating betrayal of Spain by
its political class, its military and its Church.

A People Betrayed
Herbert Hoover's "magnum opus"—at last published nearly
fifty years after its completion—offers a revisionist
reexamination of World War II and its cold war aftermath and
a sweeping indictment of the "lost statesmanship" of Franklin
Roosevelt. Hoover offers his frank evaluation of Roosevelt's
foreign policies before Pearl Harbor and policies during the
war, as well as an examination of the war's consequences,
including the expansion of the Soviet empire at war's end and
the eruption of the cold war against the Communists.

Unchosen
When a bedraggled stranger turned up on the doorstep of
Jason Harper's comfortable New England home, it takes him
some time to accept that it is his brother who had
disappeared over thirty years before on a bombing mission
over Vietnam. Why had he not come home earlier? Where
had he been? Why had he not told his own family that he had
survived? Before Roy can begin to explain what he has gone
through they are interrupted by a pair of men who seem intent
on removing them both - and Jason's wife and child. Within
the space of half an hour Jason's well-regulated, ordinary life
is destroyed and his loyalty to his lost brother forces him to
take his family on the run as he battles with the fact that the
American government had 'hidden' hundreds of MIAs. Now
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but first they have to prevent the other survivors from being
summarily executed, and a very professional organisation is
determined that they will achieve neither aim. Visit his website
at www.brendandubois.com

A People Betrayed
When Abraham Lincoln delivered the Gettysburg Address in
1863, he had broader aims than simply rallying a war-weary
nation. Lincoln realized that the Civil War had taken on a
wider significance—that all of Europe and Latin America was
watching to see whether the United States, a beleaguered
model of democracy, would indeed “perish from the earth.” In
The Cause of All Nations, distinguished historian Don H.
Doyle explains that the Civil War was viewed abroad as part
of a much larger struggle for democracy that spanned the
Atlantic Ocean, and had begun with the American and French
Revolutions. While battles raged at Bull Run, Antietam, and
Gettysburg, a parallel contest took place abroad, both in the
marbled courts of power and in the public square. Foreign
observers held widely divergent views on the war—from
radicals such as Karl Marx and Giuseppe Garibaldi who
called on the North to fight for liberty and equality, to
aristocratic monarchists, who hoped that the collapse of the
Union would strike a death blow against democratic
movements on both sides of the Atlantic. Nowhere were
these monarchist dreams more ominous than in Mexico,
where Napoleon III sought to implement his Grand Design for
a Latin Catholic empire that would thwart the spread of AngloSaxon democracy and use the Confederacy as a buffer state.
Hoping to capitalize on public sympathies abroad, both the
Union and the Confederacy sent diplomats and special
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and the North to keep European powers from interfering.
Confederate agents appealed to those conservative elements
who wanted the South to serve as a bulwark against radical
egalitarianism. Lincoln and his Union agents overseas
learned to appeal to many foreigners by embracing
emancipation and casting the Union as the embattled
defender of universal republican ideals, the “last best hope of
earth.” A bold account of the international dimensions of
America's defining conflict, The Cause of All Nations frames
the Civil War as a pivotal moment in a global struggle that
would decide the survival of democracy.

Yellow Dirt
Spy
Thom Hartmann, the most popular progressive radio host in
America and a New York Times bestselling author, explains
how the Supreme Court has spilled beyond its Constitutional
powers and how we the people should take that power back.
Taking his typically in-depth, historically informed view, Thom
Hartmann asks, What if the Supreme Court didn't have the
power to strike down laws? According to the Constitution, it
doesn't. From the founding of the republic until 1803, the
Supreme Court was the final court of appeals, as it was
always meant to be. So where did the concept of judicial
review start? As so much of modern American history, it
began with the battle between the Federalists and AntiFederalists, and with Marbury v. Madison. Hartmann argues it
is not the role of the Supreme Court to decide what the law is
but rather the duty of the people themselves. He lays out the
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Alexander Hamilton's defense to modern-day debates, with
key examples of cases where the Supreme Court
overstepped its constitutional powers. The ultimate remedy to
the Supreme Court's abuse of power is with the people--the
ultimate arbiter of the law--using the ballot box. America does
not belong to the kings and queens; it belongs to the people.

Emancipation Betrayed
With her award-winning debut novel, Purple Hibiscus,
Chimamanda Ngozi Adichie was heralded by the Washington
Post Book World as the “21st century daughter” of Chinua
Achebe. Now, in her masterly, haunting new novel, she
recreates a seminal moment in modern African history:
Biafra’s impassioned struggle to establish an independent
republic in Nigeria during the 1960s. With the effortless grace
of a natural storyteller, Adichie weaves together the lives of
five characters caught up in the extraordinary tumult of the
decade. Fifteen-year-old Ugwu is houseboy to Odenigbo, a
university professor who sends him to school, and in whose
living room Ugwu hears voices full of revolutionary zeal.
Odenigbo’s beautiful mistress, Olanna, a sociology teacher, is
running away from her parents’ world of wealth and excess;
Kainene, her urbane twin, is taking over their father’s
business; and Kainene’s English lover, Richard, forms a
bridge between their two worlds. As we follow these
intertwined lives through a military coup, the Biafran
secession and the subsequent war, Adichie brilliantly evokes
the promise, and intimately, the devastating disappointments
that marked this time and place. Epic, ambitious and
triumphantly realized, Half of a Yellow Sun is a more
powerful, dramatic and intensely emotional picture of modern
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History of the Great Reformation in England, Ireland,
Scotland, Germany, France, and Italy
Collects and analyzes seventy years of communist crimes
that offer details on Kim Sung's Korea, Vietnam under "Uncle
Ho," and Cuba under Castro.

Age of Betrayal
The culmination of a half-century of historical investigation, A
People Betrayed is not only the definitive history of Spain
from 1876 to 2016, but also an absorbing narrative that
becomes a lens for understanding the challenges that all
democracies have faced in the modern world. As A People
Betrayed demonstrates, Spain's decrepit political system led
to defeat in 1898 at the hands of the United States and cost
Spain the last of its major colonies. Paul Preston shows how
the humiliation and economic degradation following the loss
of empire brought forth a succession of feeble governments,
culminating in the tragic Spanish Civil War and the rise of
Francisco Franco's fascist dictatorship. The first historical
work to discuss the continuities of political unrest and national
anxiety in Spain up to the present, this sweeping history
illuminates the vicious political cycle that continues to create a
stark gulf between the people and the elite political powers
who rule over them.

The Black Book of Communism
Part of the CBC Massey Lectures Series In History’s People
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her own personal selection of figures of the past, women and
men, some famous and some little-known, who stand out for
her. Some have changed the course of history and even
directed the currents of their times. Others are memorable for
being risk-takers, adventurers, or observers. She looks at the
concept of leadership through Bismarck and the unification of
Germany; William Lyon MacKenzie King and the preservation
of the Canadian Federation; Franklin Delano Roosevelt and
the bringing of a unified United States into the Second World
War. She also notes how leaders can make huge and often
destructive mistakes, as in the cases of Hitler, Stalin, and
Thatcher. Richard Nixon and Samuel de Champlain are
examples of daring risk-takers who stubbornly went their own
ways, often in defiance of their own societies. Then there are
the dreamers, explorers, and adventurers, individuals like
Fanny Parkes and Elizabeth Simcoe who manage to defy or
ignore the constraints of their own societies. Finally, there are
the observers, such as Babur, the first Mughal emperor of
India, and Victor Klemperer, a Holocaust survivor, who kept
the notes and diaries that bring the past to life. History’s
People is about the important and complex relationship
between biography and history, individuals and their times.

A People Betrayed
Events in Rwanda in 1994 mark a landmark in the history of
modern genocide. Up to one million people were killed in a
planned public and political campaign. In the face of
indisputable evidence, the Security Council of the United
Nations failed to respond. In this classic of investigative
journalism, Linda Melvern tells the compelling story of what
happened. She holds governments to account, showing how
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didn't do so. The book also reveals the unrecognised heroism
of those who stayed on during the genocide, volunteer
peacekeepers and those who ran emergency medical care.
Fifteen years on, this new edition examines the ongoing
impact of the 1948 Genocide Convention and the shock
waves Rwanda caused around the world. Based on fresh
interviews with key players and newly-released documents, A
People Betrayed is a shocking indictment of the way Rwanda
is and was forgotten and how today it is remembered in the
West.

Threads of Betrayal
Franco (Text Only)
The Diary of a Nobody is an English comic novel that records
the daily events in the lives of a London clerk, Charles
Pooter, his wife Carrie, his son Lupin, and numerous friends
and acquaintances over a period of 15 months.

Freedom Betrayed
Relates the author's eyewitness account of her parents'
arrests in Cold War Budapest, Hungary, and the terrible
separation that followed, drawing on secret police files to
reveal how her family was betrayed by friends and
colleagues.

Timor, a People Betrayed
The inside story of the biggest molehunt in the history of
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New York Times journalists of Aldrich Ames, who was paid by
the Soviets for years to spy in America.

A People Betrayed: A History of Corruption, Political
Incompetence and Social Division in Modern Spain
Kritische analyse van de annexatie van (Portugees) OostTimor door Indonesi in 1975

The Cause of All Nations
Second novel by this chart topping author! #1 Crime Thriller
#1 Conspiracies Thriller "A great spy thriller! MI5 don't know
what's hit them, nor does a nation impacted by a sudden
disaster. What one critic said: "I wish I could write a review as
well as the author wrote this book to do it justice. Another
magnificent literature masterpiece from Tim Heath. I really
enjoy the concept of the story-line which I must recommend
to anybody into thrillers and high tech espionage. The
frightening thing about it is this could actually be fact one
day!" The back cover text: "John awakes to find himself in a
hospital bed with no memory of how he got there. Then the
visions start. Destruction and death. A last chance. The only
one who can save millions of people. He is no hero.Could he
do what was being asked of him?" If you like your British
thriller, boiling with espionage as various secret service teams
move around a damage but not defeated London, this is the
one for you! Book 1 in the 'Shadow Man' series of thrillers.
Book 2 ('The Shadow Man') is due out at Nov 2016. Here are
some of the reviews for The Last Prophet; "Thrillers don't
normally encourage you to ask such questions: Is this all
there is to life? Can there be hope despite the certainty of
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change? Is it possible to redeem oneself - perhaps through a
heroic act or through one's love for others? Can one person
sacrifice himself for everyone? Is it ethical for the community
to sacrifice one person's life for everyone else's survival? Is it
ethical to lie or even to build a web of lies in order to save
many from destruction? And yet despite - or perhaps because
of? - these deep philosophical questions we are kept in
suspense until the last page." "I have to say that I massively
enjoyed this book from beginning to end. I enjoyed the plot,
the characters, the ideas, the developing urgency of the story
and the underlying theme of sacrifice.I enjoyed the mixture of
covert teams operating against each other and the ensuing
action well researched and thought through .In fact I can
actual see something like this taking place one day-who
knows, this may well be a Prophetic book!" "International
espionage and sneaky twists provide the backdrop to some
heart-wrenching decisions for the people we meet along the
way. Not afraid to ask the big questions, The Last Prophet
foretells a journey none of us would ever wish to make. If you
like your thrillers with a dash of apocalypse and a side order
of sacrifice, check this one out!" "Very good read. Couldn't put
it down. Brilliant from beginning to end and very thought
provoking. We are going to read it at our Book Cub next time.
Thank you Tim." "This is an exciting fast moving story. Just as
you are beginning to understand what is going on, a new
factor comes into play and new complexities appear. Right up
to the end it is not clear which way it will go and I couldn't put
the book down." "A thriller in the traditional sense, but with an
edgy provoking setting. The use of tension and revelation
perfectly balanced to keep you turning pages late into the
night. Political intrigue, together with subtlety revealed plot
twists keep the reader alert and motivated to uncover the
truth ahead of its telling. 3D
characters challenge you to
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read with refreshingly strong female characters." "A Riveting
Spy Thriller! MI5, MI6, the South African Secret Service, and
the Chinese-what more could you ask for in an international
spy thriller. You have shadow governments, or rogue
governments-or is this really the normal operating procedures
for nations who want to take down their enemies, in revenge
for spying on them? I highly recommend this book."

Traitor
Generalissimo Francisco Franco, the Caudillo of Spain from
the Nationalists' brutal, Fascist-sponsored victory over the
Republican government in the Spanish Civil War until his
quiet death in 1975, is the subject of this book.

Why American History Is Not What They Say
Reagan Burnsfield has no interest in finding himself a wife.
But that's exactly what he must do when a lumber contract
falls through and threatens the family business. Marrying the
beautiful debutante Amanda Bruester will solve his short term
need as well as give him the wife of his dreams. His courtship
is hindered until they are arrested after stumbling upon
bounty hunters hotly pursuing runaway slaves. In the ensuing
scandal, Amanda chooses marriage over betraying her Aunt
Gabriella's illegal activities in the Underground Railroad. Yet,
despite being properly wed, another suitor, Derrick Banning,
is determined to break apart their hasty marriage. He fancies
it is he, not "that arrogant lumberman," who should be
enjoying Amanda's wealth. While snowed in at his lumber
camp, Amanda discovers papers that imply Reagan's offer of
marriage wasn't the sacrifice she thought it to be. Despite his
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everything about him. To complicate matters, mysterious
scratches on Reagan's back seem to point to infidelity, further
proving he's the untrustworthy knave Derrick claims him to
be. When a prostitute's body is found in his office and
Reagan is arrested for murder, Amanda flees to her Aunt's
house until the mystery can be solved.

Betrayed: Secrecy, Lies, and Consequences
"Susan Williams reveals there was huge popular support for
King Edward and that many ordinary people were happy for
him to marry Wallis - even though Prime Minister Baldwin
claimed that public opinion would never allow it. She shows
how the king was rushed into abdicating, against the good
advice of his loyal champion, Winston Churchill. We find out
who fomented the crisis and why neither parliament nor the
people were consulted. We discover, too, the continuing
repercussions within the Royal Family of an event so
momentous that it changed the face of the British
monarchy."--BOOK JACKET.

Tiers of Sorrow
On the heels of her mother's death, Hope Logan reluctantly
returned to her grandparents' home place in search of a
journal that revealed explosive crimes and atrocities of the
past that had haunted her grandma for nearly sixty-five years.
Bitterness, unforgiveness, and anger consumed her as she
set out to solve the mystery that surrounded her grandma's
life. The dark evil secret that was contained in the journal only
deepened her resentment of God. Because of her quest, she
came in contact with many strong believers, especially a
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small town in the foothills of the mountains of North Carolina,
Hope's bitterness, unforgiveness, and anger slowly began to
fade in the light of the strong faith of the young pastor and
three senior citizens. She discovered the true meaning of
faith and hope in Christ in the midst of adversity. Carolyn Digh
Griffin, a native North Carolinian, resides in Waxhaw, North
Carolina, with her husband, Hoyle. She is retired from Union
County Public Schools where she was an Administrative
Assistant to the Assistant Superintendent. She has two
daughters and four grandchildren who also reside in the Old
North State.

American Betrayal
Examines the case of FBI agent Robert Hanssen, revealing
details about the counterspy's motives and character, his
betrayal of his country and family, and how he was brought to
justice with the help of a top-secret KGB file smuggled out of
Russia.

Betrayed
"A fresh multi-faceted look at the overthrow of the Soviet
State, the dismemberment of the Soviet Union, and the
campaign to introduce capitalism from above. Roger Keeran
and Thomas Kenny have given us a clear and powerful
Marxist analysis of the momentous events which most directly
shaped world politics today, the destruction of the USSR, the
'Superpower' of socialism." -Norman Markowitz, author of The
Rise and Fall of the People's Century "I have not read
anything else with such detailed and intimate knowledge of
what took place. This manuscript is the most important
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have read."
-Phillip Bonosky, author of

Afghanistan-Washington's Secret War "A well-researched
work containing a great deal of useful historical information.
Everyone will benefit greatly from the mass of historical data
and the thought-provoking arguments contained in the book."
-Bahman Azad, author of Heroic Struggle Bitter Defeat:
Factors Contributing to the Dismantling of the Socialist State
in the USSR

History's People
In The Death of the Grown-Up, Diana West diagnosed the
demise of Western civilization by looking at its chief symptom:
our inability to become adults who render judgments of right
and wrong. In American Betrayal, West digs deeper to
discover the root of this malaise and uncovers a body of lies
that Americans have been led to regard as the near-sacred
history of World War II and its Cold War aftermath. Part reallife thriller, part national tragedy, American Betrayal lights up
the massive, Moscow-directed penetration of America's most
hallowed halls of power, revealing not just the familiar
struggle between Communism and the Free World, but the
hidden war between those wishing to conceal the truth and
those trying to expose the increasingly official web of lies.
American Betrayal is America's lost history, a chronicle that
pits Franklin Delano Roosevelt, Harry Truman, Dwight David
Eisenhower, and other American icons who shielded
overlapping Communist conspiracies against the
investigators, politicians, defectors, and others (including
Senator Joseph McCarthy) who tried to tell the American
people the truth. American Betrayal shatters the approved
histories of an era that begins with FDR's first inauguration,
when "happy days" are supposed to be here again, and ends
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where Diana West focuses on the World War II--Cold War
deal with the devil in which America surrendered her
principles in exchange for a series of Big Lies whose
preservation soon became the basis of our leaders' own selfpreservation. It was this moral surrender to deception and selfdeception, West argues, that sent us down the long road to
moral relativism, "political correctness," and other cultural ills
that have left us unable to ask the hard questions: Does our
silence on the crimes of Communism explain our silence on
the totalitarianism of Islam? Is Uncle Sam once again
betraying America? In American Betrayal, Diana West shakes
the historical record to bring down a new understanding of
our past, our present, and how we have become a nation
unable to know truth from lies.

Socialism Betrayed
A People's History of the Second World War unearths the
fascinating history of the war as fought "from below." Until
now, the vast majority of historical accounts have focused on
the regular armies of the allied powers. Donny Gluckstein
shows that an important part of the fighting involved people's
militias struggling against not just fascism, but also
colonialism, imperialism, and capitalism itself. Gluckstein
argues that despite this radical element, which was fighting
on the ground, the allied governments were more interested
in creating a new order to suit their interests. He shows how
various anti-fascist resistance movements in Poland, Greece,
Italy, and elsewhere were betrayed by the Allies despite
playing a decisive part in defeating the Nazis. This book will
fundamentally challenge our understanding of the Second
World War – both about the people who fought it and the
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Intersections - Love, Betrayal, Murder
Describes how the Navajo worked for the U.S. government
unprotected in the uranium mines that fueled the Cold War,
and how the abandoned mines remained on the Navajo
reservation, causing cancer rates and birth defects to soar.

Betrayal
Lizzie O'Malley is back with a purpose in life. Still flighty and
unpredictable, she knows that loving and losing Teagan
Gallagher has changed her life forever. As she navigates her
new life in Boston as a full time working mother, she promises
herself she will never fall in love again. But can she keep that
promise after meeting Nick Sawyer, the gorgeous Texan who
has fallen for her? Follow Lizzie to Ireland where she
struggles with tragedy and rediscovers herself all over again.

Betrayed
Melvern reveals how the great powers failed to heed the
warnings of the coming catastrophe, and refused to recognise
it when, in 1994, up to one million people were killed in
Rwanda in a deliberate, public and political campaign.
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